
PROPOSAL FOR SPENDING FUND-RAISING MONEY

Name: Amanda Elkerton Classroom/Grade: 6 FI

1) Please provide a brief description of the project/program being proposed, including grades
of students that will be involved.

I wish to request $650 to buy French novels to have small sets of different novels for Grade 6FI
students, that are each at different levels. This is in order to be able to do full class novel studies.

2) Please provide details on the problem that currently exists and how the proposed
project/program will address it.

Some history: 28 years ago, a much younger Amanda Elkerton started her career at Humbercrest. She
quickly learnt that most students hate reading in French and will do anything to pretend they read a
book when they didn’t. She realized in order to accurately assess French reading it would be
necessary to have read everything students had read in order to know whether a) they read it and b)
whether they understood it.
Leap forward ten years, Amanda’s classroom library of books is finally full of various numbers of
copies of about 20 different novels. Hundreds read and rejected, lots of Amanda’s own money spent
for nothing (-- you wouldn’t believe how much sexual innuendo is perfectly acceptable in tween’s
French books), and eventually a “library” built with the $100 or so per year allotted to buying some
books.
This was great for about 5 more years. And then….my books started to be in terrible condition and
outdated. The whole process started again.
Fast forward to now, I have spent the last 5 years or so trying to update my novel collection. It’s a
disaster. The closest I got was in 2019 when I asked you for money, was granted it, and then,
publishers never sent books, books were out of print, one publisher completely disappeared after
accepting an order, etc. etc. I ended up with just 5 new novels and a lot of dictionaries (which you had
also granted me).

Then Covid happened. Need I say anything about that disruption?!

This year, since October, I have bought and been frantically reading a number of new French novels in
order to update the collection in my classroom. This will be a collection to be left for the next teacher
when I retire and to be available for French gr.6 classes. I want these books to reflect the times we are
in (inclusive, current issues, different characters, appropriate language level, etc.). French children’s
books have not always had a great reputation for containing the “good stuff”. (And just so you know,
the many boxed collections in the photocopy room are HORRIBLY outdated. Students wouldn’t even
be able to understand them now because cultural references are from 30+ years ago. Also the stories
are terrible).



So far I have found some EXCELLENT books. I am still in the process of looking for more books and
am hoping to place an order by early March at the latest so that my current students can benefit from
this purchase.

Please see question 3 for more info.

3) Please describe in detail how the solution being proposed will benefit all Humbercrest
students equitably?

Here is a brief overview of why I chose the books I did. They will benefit all gr.6 students in French
immersion by being available and inspiring so students will WANT to read in French. Much of my
previous collection might be outdated now but it was excellent (if I do say so myself) and many
students actually suddenly enjoyed reading in French. If I can have each student read one French
novel a year that they love, I feel like I have succeeded. (That actually isn’t a low bar, even though it
might seem like one!)

A number of the novels I have currently chosen are on the Forest of Reading list. Others I researched
what’s being read around the country and what kids love. As I said, I’ve been through many novels
now and have rejected a lot. (Do you know how sad it is to reject a book three chapters from the end
because of some inappropriate moment?!)

I try to consider all reading levels and also what would interest boys/girls.

There are my choices:

Title Reason

Un festin pour les chiens A really creepy and exciting historical story that
kids will simply love. It is creative and has lots of
pictures (historical photos). Lower readers will
like it. In my experience, mystery horror books
go over very well in French. Even if not liked in
English.

Panique a mi-temps The theme of this book is students standing up
for rights and fighting (in a very positive way) to
keep their school from being demolished. Lots of
Quebecois language in it too.

Disparitions à l'école des gars A twists and turns mystery that is part of a
bigger series of books. (I’m trying others too). All
the (many) characters face physical or mental
challenges that are discreetly part of the story
but positive examples are set with how we might
behave when faced with people who have
disabilities.

Nish le nord et le sud   ********THIS ONE!!!!**** WOW! This book is SOOOO current. It is a story
about indigenous twins in the North. The central
story is a mystery but there are so many other
stories threaded through that capture the many
challenges faced by First Nations. It is a higher
level book but very very rich. It is also the first in
a series-to-be.

Refugies  -- still reading this one but it’s a keeper Refugees from 3 different times in history. A boy
escaping the holocaust. A girl escaping Cuba. A



boy escaping war in Syria.

Le Défi Nordique

Ti Guy La Puck La révolte des mascottes

This book is from the past and can be hard to
find but it is timeless. It’s a (white) boy who
moves up north to an Inuit village. He makes a
bet with a local boy about who can survive the
wild the best. They encounter all sorts of
challenges and learn from each other.

A great book for readers who need something at
a lower level. Large font, simpler vocabulary and
a good story. Especially for hockey lovers.

ON THE GO -- still to be decided
Une Vraie Fille
Ti-Guy la puck
Saraline en Islande

4) Please provide examples of other schools/jurisdictions where this project/program has
been implemented and its outcomes.

Many of these books are on the Forest of Reading list for this year.
A number of them have been raved about by teachers in Quebec and BC.

5) How is this project/program in line with the Humbercrest goals in Equity, Achievement and
Wellbeing? 

Please see descriptions already provided in #3.

6) Please provide a schedule that includes details such as sourcing equipment,
implementation in the classrooms etc.

I wish to order these books ASAP once I’ve finished report cards/interviews and can finish reading the
ones I have at home. I plan to talk to Andrea Raymond about what configuration she thinks would work
best in terms of how many of each I would order.

7) All Costs (GST, PST, Shipping and Handling, and Any Currency Conversion (US$ to CDN$)*

I am requesting a “blanket” $650.
This is based on French books costing an average of $17. Then there would be $2.21 tax.
Total $19.21 x 30 students is $576.
Then there will be shipping.
I feel $650 will give me a little bit of leeway where some books may cost more. It may also
allow me to have more than 30 novels which gives wiggle room in terms of assigning books to
students at their level.

These are prices I’ve found so far from Librairie du Soleil.

My plan would be to buy between 3 - 8 copies of each. Maybe more of NISH.



Title Price

Un festin pour les chiens $14

Panique a mi-temps $18

Disparitions à l'école des gars $17

Nish le nord et le sud   ********THIS ONE!!!!**** $17

Refugies  -- still reading this one but it’s a keeper $17

Le Défi Nordique

Ti Guy la Puck

$10

$15

ON THE GO -- still to be decided
Une Vraie Fille
Ti-Guy la puck

$17
$15

8) Other Important Information

Thank you for considering my request.

*Please be advised that certain goods and services must be purchased from suppliers approved by the TDSB whose estimated costs
may differ from other quotes obtained.


